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When I’d been in Cairo a week, I was taken to the pyramids; it was
there that I saw Frances for the first time. It was January 1922, and
Miss Mackenzie, in loco parentis, my guardian for our travels in Egypt,
planned our visit with great care. She believed that if I could see the
pyramids, ‘One of the greatest wonders of the ancient world,
remember, Lucy, dear,’ and see them in the most powerful way pos-
sible – at sunrise – they would effect a change. They would stimulate;
they would enthral; they would snap me back to life, and persuade me
to re-engage with the world. For six days she had postponed this visit:
I wasn’t yet strong enough. On the seventh day, the great moment
finally arrived.

Miss Mack, who had been a nurse in the war, believed in timetables
as well as pyramids. She was convinced regimes were therapeutic. So
the day of our expedition was planned with zeal. The list she drew up
in her neat looped handwriting went like this:

5 a.m.: The Pyramids at Giza. Departure prompt.
Noon: Picnic luncheon at the Sphinx, in the shade of her paw.
2.30 p.m.: Return Shepheard’s Hotel. Obligatory REST period.
4 p.m.: Tea on the celebrated hotel terrace. An opportunity for

conversazione.
5 p.m.: Attendance, by invitation from the great lady herself, at

Madame Masha’s legendary dancing class. Duration, one hour.
Benefits, inestimable.

‘You see, Lucy,’ Miss Mack said, ‘if truth be told, and although I am
an old Egypt hand, my contacts in Cairo are just a little bit rusty.
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What we need is an entrée. Friends, dear.’ She regarded the list sadly.
‘Fun.’

I had forgotten what ‘fun’ was. It had disappeared into the fume
and smoke that afflicted my mind then. But I was an obedient child,
grateful to Miss Mack for her vigour – her ‘pep’, as she called it. I
knew that my listlessness alarmed her; I knew that behind all her
exhaustive planning lay anxiety, even fear. So I tried to reassure her:
I rose early, in the Cairo dark. I endured the dousing with eau de
cologne that kept flies at bay, and the sand shoes and the long socks;
I accepted the cotton gloves: ‘Never insert your fingers into crevices,
Lucy. The pyramid stones are notorious – beware of scorpions at all
times.’ I submitted to the panama hat: that was to protect me from the
fierce Egyptian sun – at least, that was the ostensible reason, the one
Miss Mack always gave. Costuming complete, she turned me to the
cheval glass, and we both inspected me. Should I snatch the hat off,
expose the tragic state of my hair? The small girl in the glass met my
gaze. Eleven years old, and she looked seven: thin as a reed, pinched
around the nostrils, wary about the eyes. What a little nothingness: she
was no one I recognised.

I turned my back on the girl and followed Miss Mack downstairs
to the palace of hubbub that was the lobby of Shepheard’s Hotel.
Escorted by a flurry of flunkies in ballooning white trousers and red
boleros, I crept out in her wake to the flaring torches, the hotel steps
and the eddying darkness beyond. A fracas ensued. Miss Mack,
American, fiercely republican and principled, believed in frugality
but was a woman of generosity. She scattered baksheesh like manna
from the heavens: she bestowed her bounty on everyone, the beggars
who swarmed throughout Cairo, the fake and the genuinely afflicted
alike, the ragged half-starved children, the street vendors, jasmine-
sellers and snake-charmers, the touts who, crying, ‘Antika, sweet lady,
first class, very ancient,’ produced from their sleeves scarabs manufac-
tured the previous day. Her soft heart had been spotted within days
of our arrival, and the instant she appeared on the hotel step she was
surrounded by an importunate horde.

I waited in the entrance as the inevitable turmoil commenced,
then, feeling the familiar faintness, sank down on the stone steps
between the sphinxes either side. Below me, the hotel’s safragis were
reminding Miss Mack that there was unrest in Cairo, that she must
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not contemplate setting off without a dragoman. When this appeal
failed – as an old Egypt hand Miss Mack scorned guides – the hotel
servants, clustering around her and shouldering the beggars aside,
began insisting she hire a motorcar: a line of gleaming tourist cars
now waited outside the hotel where, in her youth, a multitude of
donkey boys had plied their trade. I saw Miss Mack hesitate: the night
before she had been loud in her condemnation of automobiles – dust,
gasoline fumes, speed, convenience, where was the romance, the poetry
there? Now she glanced towards my seated figure, and I saw her
reconsider. There was a risk in overtiring me .  .  . The hired cars were
expensive, and all her thrifty instincts argued against them. But on the
other hand my maternal grandparents, American grandees, formerly
estranged and unknown to me beyond their handwriting, were now
languidly assisting, wiring top-up funds, paying Miss Mack a ‘retainer’
and insisting money was no object – as indeed, in their case, it was
not. They had insisted that on this voyage no expense should be
spared.

‘Perhaps an automobile might be advisable after all, Lucy,’ Miss
Mack said, fighting her way past the encircling safragis, and returning
to the steps. ‘We must not exhaust you. Maybe this wasn’t wise –
such an early start .  .  .  ’

I rose to my feet, and held on firmly to the hotel balustrade. If I
concentrated hard, I could banish that smoky confusion from my
mind for brief periods. I knew Miss Mack’s plans and it seemed cruel
to disappoint her. I said, ‘Oh, please – not a car. I was looking forward
to the carriage – and look, Hassan is there as usual, across the road.’

Miss Mack wheeled about. Beyond the shrieking crowd of hawk-
ers and professional beggars forever on duty on the hotel steps, she
glimpsed her paragon. There he sat, on the far side of Ibrahim Pasha
Street, bent over the reins of his carriage, waiting for custom that
was, these days, infrequent and poorly paid. His attitude was one
of stoic resolve; on glimpsing Miss Mack, he lifted his hand in
salute. In an instant she was resolute again. Out came her purse;
munificent tips were conferred. Hassan was whistled across; bags,
baskets, rugs, stools were transferred in seconds; the carriage hood
was drawn up; and I was installed, Miss Mack beside me, confident
once more and ready for anything in hand-made tweeds. Hassan’s
horse pricked its ears and neighed; the sound startled a pair of red
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kites, tireless scavengers that roosted in the palm trees of the
Ezbekieh Gardens opposite.

They rose up with a clatter of wings, circled overhead, and gave
us a fly-past. ‘Now, Lucy,’ said Miss Mack in a hopeful tone, ‘now your
great adventure begins.’

Hassan was Miss Mack’s paragon for many reasons: he was a kind,
knowledgeable man and he cared for his elderly horse in an exem-
plary way; his carriage was resplendent with shining trinkets,
powerful amulets and charms. He spoke English, French, Turkish and
Arabic, and in his youth had served in the British army under Lord
Kitchener .  .  . Miss Mack sang his praises for the expedition’s first
half-hour. I was tired from all the dressing and packing and loading
and talk. I examined the dark sky and the fantastic glitter of the low-
slung Egyptian stars. I breathed in the sweet talcum scent of the
lebbek trees. Cairo, which I thought of as a city of consternation, was
strangely quiet at this hour.

‘How well I remember the first time I made this journey to the
pyramids, Lucy,’ Miss Mack was saying. She wiped a tear from her
eye. ‘We took a carriage just like this one. I was only a child, a little
older than you are now. Just twelve, and it was the first time I’d ever
left Princeton. Why, it must have been 1878 – can it really be that
long ago? The excitement! “Now, Myrtle, prepare yourself,” my dear
father, God rest him, said to me. But I was screwed up to such a pitch
of excitement that I could not stop fidgeting. I was hopping about like
a bug on a blanket – and then, on the horizon, as the sun rose, I
saw .  .  .  ’

I made no comment. We had now crossed the Nile; the towers
and minarets, the jasmine and sewage scents of the city were behind
us. Far in the distance I heard the rumble of a tram, the cough of a
car engine. The dark of the desert enveloped us; I breathed in its
antiseptic air. With a low muttered imprecation, Hassan turned the
horse’s head, and we entered the narrow road that Miss Mack
referred to as the Allée des Pyramides. Abandoning reminiscence,
she was now attempting another approach. A history lesson, I
realised, had been continuing for some while. I felt a passing sym-
pathy for her: in the face of my silences, she was indefatigably
well-meaning; she did try .  .  .
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‘What I want you to remember, Lucy,’ she was saying, ‘is that for
the ancient Egyptians, sunrise was a resurrection. They believed
that – that after the heartache of death, there would be a rebirth. It
was as predictable as the rising of the sun each day .  .  .  ’ Clasping my
hand, she added: ‘Try to think of that, Lucy. It might strengthen you.
I trust it will, dear.’

I did not reply. After a polite interval, I extricated my hand from
hers. Miss Mack, perhaps discouraged, fell silent. How cold the air
was! How regular the clip-clop of the horse’s hooves. Hassan’s
charms and trinkets jingled. I could dimly see the avenue of acacia
trees either side of the road; they had been planted, the guidebooks
said, in honour of the beautiful Empress Eugénie of France – but
when? In some other century, some other world .  .  . Smoke coiled in
my brain: I watched the lovely Eugénie dance a graceful if unlikely
gavotte on the desert sands with Napoleon Bonaparte; they both
turned to bow obeisance to a pharaoh who’d died three thousand
years before. This pharaoh was wrapped in a swaddling of death band-
ages. As I watched, his ka detached itself from his body, turned to
beckon us sternly towards the perils of the underworld, then stalked
off down the allée ahead. We followed. A bird cried out forlornly from
the branches of the acacias. Somewhere in the darkness a jackal
howled.

I crept closer to Miss Mack’s reassuring warmth and bulk. She hes-
itated, then put a comforting arm around my shoulders. If I fell
asleep, I knew what dreams would come. I resisted for as long as I
could, but after a brief fight the tiredness and darkness claimed me.
Fast as anaesthetic, equally irresistible: I went under within a quar-
ter of a mile.
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